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Dear Mr Stewart

A85 Speed Limit - Gonnel

Thank you for your letter received on 15 October regarding Connel Community Councils desire
for a reduction to the existing speed limit on the A85 western approach to Connel.

ln August 2006 the Scottish Government issued guidance titled 'Setting Local Speed Limits'
which outlined the frarnework for road authorities to assess the suitability of existing speed limits
on allA & B class roads (i.e. not including motorways)to help:

. lmprove the clarity and consistency of speed limits

. Set local speed limits to reflect the needs of all road users, not just vehicles

. Enable road users to recognise risks and appropriate speeds on different types of road

. Help self-compliance and encourage road users to trust speed limit suitability
o Reduce the number of accidents where excessive or inappropriate speed is a contributory

factor

Following the release of this guidance, Transporl Scotland commissioned its operating
companies to review the speed limits on Scottish trunk roads, including on the AB5, in line with
this guidance. This review was completed in 2012 and concluded that the existing 60 mph speed
limit on the western approach to Connel is most appropriate. This recommendation was made in
agreement with the police.

ln particular, a reduction to the existing speed limit on the western approach to Connel is not
considered appropriate based on the accident rate and character I nature of the route at this
point.

ln the last 10 full calendar years Q0A4 to 2013) there has been 6 personal injury accidents
between the 30 mph limit signing and Shore Road. Based on this and the number of accidents
more widely between Connel and Oban, the Speed Limit Review identified an accident rate
(2008 to 2010) for this section of 28 accidents per 100 rnillion vehicle kilometres (mvkms), which
is lower than the speed limit review guidance threshold accident rate value of 35 accidents per
100 mvkms to warrant consideration of a reduction to the speed limit. Considering the most
recent 3 full calendar years (2011to 2013), the accident rate is 16 accidents per 100 mvkms.

The character of the A85 across the 391 meters between the existing 30 mph and junction with
Old Shore Road is not consistent with a reduced speed limit, with no roadside frontage, no


